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61. INTRODUCTION 
A FREE MODULE over a ring is said to be of rank n, if it has a basis of cardinal n. The rank 
may not be unique (although it is unique whenever the module has no finite basis, see e.g. 
[6] Proposition 11.5.5, p. 82). Thus one is led to consider the following three successively 
stronger properties of a ring R (f 0) : 
I. The rank qf any free R-module is uniquely determined. 
II. A free R-module of any rank n cannot be generated by less than n elements. 
III. In a free R-module of any rank n, any generating set qf n elements is free. 
The conditions I-III occur frequently among the hypotheses in theorems about rings, 
both in algebra and topology (for examples of the latter, see [l] and the references given 
there). In particular, I is known as the invariant basis property or invariant basis number 
(IBN). Each of I-III fails to hold only for what may be regarded as pathological rings, 
but it is not at all easy to decide whether a given ring has any one of these properties. In 
these circumstances it is reasonable to confine oneself to 
(a) giving sujicient conditions (as wide as possible) for I-111 to hold, and 
(b) constructing some typical examples of rings not satisfying I-III. 
To some extent this has been done, especially for I ([8], [9], [l l]-[17]) but the existence 
proofs are often rather involved, and possibly for this reason, the results are not very well 
known. In particular, Leavitt’s classification of rings without IBN ([13], [14]) has a lengthy 
and not very transparent proof. Our object here is threefold. In the first place we shall 
obtain (in $6) Leavitt’s classification, using two ring-invariants. The first of these is the 
trace?, introduced recently by Hattori [lo] and Stallings [18] ; this is discussed in $3. The 
second invariant, the dependence number of a ring, is believed to be new. It is related to the 
weak algorithm [4] and the basic properties used here are given in $4, but it will be dis- 
cussed in more detail elsewhere. The construction of rings without IBN is also used to 
exhibit examples of non-isomorphic rings whose n x n matrix rings are isomorphic; this 
answers a question raised by I. Kaplansky. 
Secondly we shall in $45 and 7 give examples to show that the classes I-TIT are distinct. 
Some unusual properties of the rings used in these examples are noted in $8. 
t (Added in proof). See also A. L. S. CORNER, Proc. London Ma/h. Sot. (3) 13 (I 963), 687-7 IO. 
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Thirdly we have collected known sufficient conditions for I-III to hold, and added 
some new ones, in $2. We also restate I-III in some more convenient forms, and give a 
very simple example of a ring without IBN. 
$2. A SIMPLE COUNTER-EXAMPLE AND SOME SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS 
Throughout, all rings have a unit-element 1, which acts as identity on ail modules, all 
ring-homomorphisms preserve 1, and modules are understood to be right modules, when 
nothing is said to the contrary. 
To obtain an example of a ring not satisfying I, take any free left module V of infinite 
rank over an arbitrary ring K # 0 and write R = End,(V). Then V @ V g V, as left K- 
module, but we may also regard V as right R-module, and we have 
R r Hom( I’, V) E Hom( I’@ V, V) z Hom( V, V-) @Hom( V, V), 
where all the terms are considered as right R-modules. This shows that 
R@RzR, 
therefore R is a ring without IBN. An even simpler example is the ring consisting of 0 
alone; of course in the example just given, R # 0. 
Now let R be any ring and denote by F,, the free R-module of rank n. If F,, also has a 
generating set of m elements, we have an epimorphism F,,, + F, giving rise to an exact 
sequence 
O+K+F,,,+F,,+O. 
Since F, is free, this sequence splits and so 
F,,, E F,, 0 K. 
This isomorphism shows that I-III may be restated as follows: 
I’. For all m, n, F,,, !z F,, implies m = n. 
II’. For all m, n, F,,, E F,, 0 K implies m 2 n. 
III’. For all n, F,, z F,, 0 K implies K = 0. 
We also see that III may be expressed by saying that every surjective endomorphism of F” 
is an automorphism. It follows that every right Noetherian ring has property III, for if 0 
is a surjective endomorphism of F, with non-zero kernel, then (ker 6”) is a strictly ascending 
infinite chain of submodules, which cannot exist in F,,. Thus we have (cf. [8] for I): 
PROPOSITION 2.1. A right Noefherian ring (#O) satisfies III (and hence also I, II). 
A second way of restating I-III is in terms of matrices: Consider the properties: 
61 m,n. There exist an m x n matrix A and an n x m matrix B such that AB = I, BA = I. 
P m,n. There exist an m x n matrix A and an n x m matrix B such that AB = I. 
yn. There exist n x n matrices A, B such that AB = I, BA # I. 
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By writing down the matrices expressing a change of basis, we see that 
I holds if and only if c(,,,, + m = n, 
II holds if and only if /I,,. * m 5 n, 
III holds if and only if y,, holds for no n. 
From the left-right symmetry of these conditions we obtain 
PROPOSITION 2.2. A ring R satisjies I, II or III if and only if its opposite ring does. 
In order to strengthen Proposition 2.1 we note 
THEOREM 2.3. The class of rings satisfying N, where N = I, II or III, is closed under direct 
and inverse limits. 
Proof. Consider the case N = III: we suppose that R = lim R,, where each R, satisfies 
III, but R does not. Then y,, holds in R for some n; let AT-i? be the matrices involved. 
Taking A large enough we find matrices A”, B” over R, mapping onto A, B respectively. 
For any p > 3. we take A”, B” to be the matrices over R, obtained by applying the homo- 
morphisms of the direct system to A”, B”. By definition AB = I, hence for large enough 
p the nz equations expressed by the matrix relation A’B’ =I are satisfied in R,. However, 
we still have B”A’ # I, because BA # I. This shows that yn holds in R,, in contradiction 
with the assumption that R, satisfies III. Next assume that R = lim R, and again suppose 
that III does not hold for R, then yn holds for some n and we canTnd A, B in R as before. 
For any 1, let A’, B’ be their images over R, under the natural mapping, then A”B” = I 
for all A, but B”A” # I provided that J is large enough. Thus some R, does not satisfy III, 
again a contradiction. 
The argument for I or II is similar, but rather simpler, since the failure of I or II is 
expressed by CI,,, for m # n or p,,, for m > n respectively, and these conditions involve 
only equations. This completes the proof. 
Combining the result with Propositions 2.1-2 we obtain 
COROLLARY 1. Any direct or inverse limit of (left or right) Noetherian rings # 0 satisfies 
III (and hence I, II). 
Since any Artinian ring (with 1) is also Noetherian, we have 
COROLLARY 2. Any direct or inverse limit of (left or right) Artinian rings # 0 satisfies 
III (and hence I, II) 
If u,,, or P,,,, holds in any ring R, then it still holds in any ring S for which a homo- 
morphism R --+ S exists; hence we obtain the following result, well known for I [14]: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If R + S is any ring homomorphism and S satisjies I or II, then so 
does R. 
The corresponding result for III is false as we shall see in $7. However, the result 
holds for I-III in the case of monomorphisms, as a glance at the conditions c(, p, y shows. 
Thus we have 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If a ring R satisfies I (or II, III) then so does any subring of R. 
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Let R be a commutative ring; by taking determinants we see that y,, cannot hold, 
hence we have (cf. [9] in case I): 
THEOREM 2.6. Any commutative ring # 0 satisfies III and hence I, II. 
This result may also be proved using Theorem 2.3, Corollary 1. In Theorem 2.6 we 
had to exclude the case R = 0, because although strictly speaking the ring R = 0 satisfies 
III, it does not satisfy I or II. 
It may also be worth noting conditions under which I, II and III are equivalent. We 
recall that a module M is said to be stably free if there exist finitely generated free modules 
F, F’ such that F’ @ A4 g F. With this definition we have 
THEOREM 2.7. For any ring # 0 in which stably free modules are free, I, II and III are 
equicalent. 
For if R satisfies I, then the module K occurring in 111’ is free by hypothesis, and by I 
it must vanish. Thus 111 holds for R; the converse is clear. 
Theorem 2.7 shows in particular, that I-III are equivalent for rings in which all finitely 
generated projective modules are free. More generally, it follows in the same way that if the 
isomorphism classes of finitely generated projective modules form an infinite cyclic semi- 
group under the operation corresponding to direct sums (i.e. if the ring is projective-trivial), 
then the ring satisfies 111. 
From [5] we recall that a ring with IBN in which all right ideals are free is called a 
free right ideal ring, or right$r, for short. If IBN holds and all finitely generated right ideals 
(or, equivalently, all finitely generated left ideals) are free, the ring is called a semiJir (= local 
fir in [5]). For such a ring it was proved in [5] that all finitely generated submodules of 
free modules are free, hence by Theorem 2.7 we have the 
COROLLARY. Any sem$r (and in particular, any left or rightfir) satisfies III. 
This is of particular interest in view of the recent example by Skornyakov [17] of a 
ring nithout IBN in which all right ideals and all left ideals are free. 
We also note that I. Kaplansky (unpublished) has shown that the group algebra of 
any group over a field of characteristic zero satisfies III; it is an open question whether 
any of I-III hold when the field has finite characteristic. 
$3. THE TRACE 
We shall only need the most elementary facts about the trace function; for convenience 
we repeat the relevant definitions from [lo] and [ 181. Let R be any ring and C the subgroup 
of the additive group R+ spanned by all commutators xy-yx (x, y E R). Write T(R) = R+[C 
and let 
(1) tr : R + T(R) 
be the natural homomorphism (of additive groups). Any ring homomorphism f: R -+ S 
ir?duces a group homomorphism T(f) : T(R) + T(S); it is clear that T is a fun&or (from rings 
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to abelian groups) and the truce mapping tr given by (1) is a natural transformation. The 
main property of the trace mapping is contained in the obvious 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If R is any ring and R, the ring of n x n matrices over R, then T( R,) is 
naturally isomorphic to T(R), and if A, B are any m x n and n x m matrices respecticely, then 
(2) tr(AB) = tr(BA). 
The matrix formulation of condition I shows that for a ring satisfying CC,,,,, the element 
tr(1) has additive order dividing n-m. In particular, this proves the 
COROLLARY. Iffor a ring R, tr(1) has infinite order, then R has inwriant basis number. 
$4. THE DEPENDENCE NUMBER 
We recall the following definitions from [4], valid for any ring R with a positive in- 
creasing filtration 21(x) : 
(i) A subset X of R is right R-dependent if X = (0) or if X = {x,, . . . , x,.) and there 
exist a,, , a, E R such that 
t’(x& + v(q) = . . . = L.(X,) + tl(a,) > v(CxiUi). 
(ii) An element y E R is right R-dependent on a subset X of R if y = 0 or if there exist 
x1, ..’ Y E X and a,, . . . , a, E R such that 2. I 
u(y - Cx,aJ < u(j), p(.XJ + U(aJ 5 V(y) (i = 1, . . . , r). 
Further, a subset X of R is said to be strongly right R-dependent if it is right R-dependent 
and any element of maximal value in Xis right R-dependent on the remaining elements of X. 
The notion of kft R-dependence is defined analogously; as we shall mostly be con- 
cerned with right R-dependence, we usually omit the distinguishing adjective. We now 
make the basic 
Dejinition. Let R be a ring with a filtration c; then the right R-dependence number of R 
relative to L’, 3.,(R), is the least integer n for which there exists a right R-dependent set of n 
elements which is not strongly right R-dependent. The supremum of the 3.,(R) for all filtra- 
tions 1’ on R is called the right dependence number of R and is denoted by 1.(R). 
Of course the Ieft dependence number (relative to z*) is defined similarly; it is actually 
equal to 1,(R), as follows from the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [3]. We shall not discuss the 
properties of 1, in any detail here, but merely remark that rings with larger 1. show better 
behaviour; for example 2,(R) = 00 characterizes rings possessing a weak algorithm with 
respect to the filtration L’ (cf. [4]). For later use we note 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let R be a ring 1zYth a jiltration zi, then v is a valuation if and only if 
j.,(R) > 1. 
Proof: To say that 1,(R) > 1 means that every l-element set which is R-dependent is 
strongly so, i.e. given a E R, if there exists b E R such that 
(3) v(u) + v(b) > u(ab), 
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then a is R-dependent on @, i.e. a = 0. Of course in that case (3) is impossible, so AU > 1 
means that (3) cannot hold, i.e. v is a valuation. 
Since a ring with a valuation is necessarily an integral domain (possibly non-commuta- 
tive) we have the 
COROLLARY. Any ring whose dependence number is greater than 1 is an integral domain. 
Before stating the next result, we recall a definition from [7]: a ring R is said to be a 
GE,,-ring if R is an integral domain and every invertible n x n matrix is a product of elemen- 
tary matrices. For example, any field is a GE,-ring, for all n. For each n 2 1 there exist rings 
which are not GE,,-rings, with an arbitrary coefficient ring K # 0. When n = 1 we need only 
take a ring which is not an integral domain, so take n 2 2 and let R be the commutative 
algebra over K generated by Xij (i, j = 1, . . . , n) and y with the defining relation det(xij)y = 1. 
The matrix X = (xij) is generic for invertible n x n matrices over K. If this is a product of 
elementary matrices, the same is true for the corresponding algebra over any homomorphic 
image of K, so we may without loss of generality take K to be a field. Let 
X= EiEZ . . . E,D, 
where D is diagonal and El = I + elzf say, f =f(x, y); then the elements of E;‘X are 
gj = ( xij ifi# 1, Xlj - x2jf ifi= 1. 
We assert that the ring generated by the XIj over K has transcendence degree n2. For by 
specializing X2 j --f 0 (j = 2, . . . , n) we obtain a ring containing xii (i # 1,2), xij (j # 1), 
xzl and xl1 - x2J, where j is the result of specializing f. Thus the specialization has 
transcendence degree at least n2 - n + 1, and since the X2j were algebraically independent, 
the original ring had transcendence degree at least n2 ; cIearly it cannot be greater than n2 
(because y is rational over K(Xij)). Thus the transcendence degree cannot be diminished by 
elementary transformations, and we can never reach a diagonal matrix in this way. The 
result may be stated as 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For any commutatice ring K # 0 and any n 2 I, there exists a K-algebra 
,rshich is not a GE,-ring. For n = 1 any ring with zero-divisors may be taken, while for n _2 2 
the commutative algebra generated by Xij (i, j = 1, . . . , n) and y with the relation det(xij)y = 1 
may be taken. 
Now the main properties of the dependence number which we shall need are contained 
in 
THEOREM 4.3. Let R be any ring with dependence number 1 and let n be an integer less 
than ;1. Then 
(i) any right ideal of R which can be generated by n elements is free, 
(ii) If F, is a free R-module of rank n, then the rank of E;, is uniquely determined and any 
set of n generators of F,, is free (i.e. a,,,_ ‘holds only for m = n and y,, does not hold in R), 
(iii) R is a GE,,-ring. 
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Proof. We fix n < 1 and then choose a filtration v for which ;1, > n. The proof of (i) 
follows that of Theorem 7.2 of [7]. Let a be a right ideal of R which can be generated by n 
elements and choose a generating set a,, . . . , a,,, (ui # 0, m 5 n) for which Zu(aJ has its least 
value. If a is not free on the a’s, then a subset of the a’s is R-dependent and hence strongly 
R-dependent. This means that we can diminish the value of %~(a~), which is a contradiction. 
To prove (ii) we must show that F,, E FN implies n = N, or equivalently, if CI,,~ holds, then 
N = n. Let m be the least integer such that c(,,~ holds for some N > IYI, then m S n and 
N 2 2. If A, B are a pair of matrices occurring in u,,,~, then Cb,,a,, = 0, hence some of the 
b,, are R-dependent and since m 5 n, they are strongly R-dependent, i.e. one of the b’s is 
R-dependent on the rest. This means that we can reduce the value of Cu(b,,) by multi- 
plying B on the right by a product P of elementary m x m matrices. Thus, A, B are replaced 
by P-‘A, BP respectively; using double induction, on the number of non-zero bl, and on 
Ctl(b,,,), we reduce B to the form where only a single element in the first row is non-zero. 
Then this element must be a unit and A has the same form. By omitting the first row and 
column from A and B we can then satisfy a,,, _1 ,N _ 1 and this contradicts the minimality of m. 
Hence CI,,, can only hold for m = n; the same proof may be used to show that yn does not 
hold in R and that every invertible n x n matrix in R is a product of elementary matrices, 
i.e. (iii). This completes the proof. 
$5. THE RING CONSTRUCTIONS 
Throughout this section, m and n are positive integers such that m S n. Let A = (ali) 
be an m x n matrix and B = (bji) an n x m matrix with indeterminate coefficients, and 
over any commutative ring K, define V = V,,, as the algebra over K generated by the 2mn 
symbols aij, bji with the defining relations 
(4) Caivbvk = Si, (i, k = 1, , m), 
(3 Cb,,a,j = 6,j (h,j= 1, . . . , n), 
the 6’s being Kronecker deltas. In matrix notation the defining relations of V read 
(6) AB = I,,,, 
(7) BA = I,. 
Thus a,,, holds for V; in fact V is universal for the K-algebras satisfying a,,,“. Similarly, 
U = U,,, is defined as the algebra over K on the same generators but with (5) only as com- 
plete set of defining relations; thus Uis universal for K-algebras satisfying p,,,,. Clearly V,,, 
is a homomorphic image of U,,, for any m, n. Our first objective will be to describe a 
normal form for U, V and their trace groups, and to find their dependence numbers. We 
begin by describing a normal form for V; the corresponding normal form for U will be 
similar, though rather simpler. 
Any element of V can be expressed as a (non-commutative) polynomial in the a’s and 
b’s with coefficients in K. Such an expression is said to be in normalform (with respect to 
the suffix 1) if no term has a factor ailblk or a factor b,,,a, j. Any element f of V can be ex- 
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pressed in normal form, by writing down some expression forf and then applying the moves 
(8) airbrk + fii, - Cai,b,k, 
(9) &,rarj -+ 6,j - %rcaPjY 
which arise from the defining relations (4) and (5) respectively. Here v is summed from 2 to n 
and p from 2 to m. To show that the normal form reached is unique we observe that the 
reduction steps do not interfere except possibly in expressions like ailblla,j or b,,la,,b,,. 
Taking the former, for example, we have 
ailb,,a,j + ail(dlj - Cblaa,j) + ai16,j - 216iaa,,j -t- Caivbvgapj, 
or, doing the reductions in the opposite order, 
airbiiaij + (dii - xai&,r)uij + aij 6 - CdVjaiV + Eaivbv,apj. ii 
The two results are both equal to aij(6ir + 6ij - 1) + Ca,vbvj,a,,j, and the uniqueness of the 
normal form now follows by known results of universal algebra (see e.g. [6], Theorem 
111.9.3, p. 159). 
The normal form for U,,,,,, is defined similarly, allowing any expressions in which no 
term bhlalj occurs, and using the moves (9) alone to reduce arbitrary expressions to normal 
form. This time there can be no interference of moves and so the normal form is again 
unique. 
It is clear that for m 5 n the ring V = V,,,, so defined does not satisfy I, while U = U,,,, 
does not satisfy 11, and the existence of the normal form shows that U, V # 0 (provided only 
that K # 0). A similar normal form may be defined with respect to any suffix p, where 
I g p 5 m; this fact will be used later. 
We now consider the normal form for the trace group r(V). This is obtained from that 
of V by allowing cyclic permutations of the factors. Let us call two products p, q conjugate 
and write p - q, if they differ only by a cyclic permutation of the factors; a product is said 
to be cyclica/l~~ reduced if all its conjugates are in normal form with respect to the suffix 1, 
i.e. reduced as ordinary products. Write Co = 1 and for r 2 1, put 
(10) C, = Ca b a /IIY, VllCZ ,‘2”2 .‘. b yr -- I ,IraPrvr b “I+ 1’ 
where the summation on the right is 2r-fold: each Eli runs from 2 to m and each vI from 2 to IV. 
We have 
arlbir = 1 - Ca,,,b,,, - 1 - Cbvlalv - 1 - n + C, 
and similarly 6, lal I N 1 - m + C,; a comparison shows that (n - m)tr(l) = 0. We assert 
generally that 
(n,,bi,)‘+’ ‘v (a,,b,,)’ + %+I -G 
For r = 0 this has just been proved; the general case follows by an easy induction. Similarly 
(&aiJ+’ N (br,aJ + G+i - m%. 
Comparing the two formulae we see that (n - m)tr(&.) = 0. 
To avoid unnecessary complications let us assume that the unit-element of K has 
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infinite additive order. Then the normal form for T(V) may be described as follows: We 
take a basis (over K) consisting of all cyclically reduced products in which a suffix f2 
occurs, or two neighbouring factors are both a or both b, together with the elements C, 
(r = 0, 1, . ..) of order n - m. Every element of r(V) can be expressed as a linear combination 
of the traces of these terms, for the only products which were excluded are (up to conjugacy) 
(a&J’ (Y = 0, 1, . ..) 
and these can be expressed in terms of the others by means of (10). Now we can show as in 
the proof of the normal form for V that the reduction moves do not interfere, and hence by 
the result already quoted ([6], p. 159) the normal form is unique. In particular for K = Z, 
the additive order of tr(1) in V is n - m. 
To obtain a normal form for U we simply take a basis consisting of one element from 
each conjugacy class of products in the normal form for U. To see that this is unique we 
merely permute the factors in any given product cyclically so that the product either begins 
with a factor b or ends with a factor a. If we now carry out the reduction to the ordinary nor- 
mal form, the result will be cyclically reduced, so that there is no interference between the re- 
duction moves. In particular, tr( 1) has infinite order in T(U). We sum up the result as follows : 
LEMMA 5.1. Let V = V,,,, and CT = U,,,,, be the universal rings for c(,,, and p,,,, respec- 
tiwly, dtlfined at the beginning of this section (uYth Z as coeflcient ring). Then the additive 
order of tr(1) for U is injnite, while for V it is II - m. 
Next we determine the dependence numbers of U and V. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let K be afield and let V = V,,,, arid U = U,,,,( m 5 n) be the algebras 
unirersaI,for CC,~,~ and p,,,,, respectively, then 
,?(U) = n(V) = m. 
Proof: Consider first V; if m < A(V), then by Theorem 4.3, z,,~ holds only for N = m. 
But V satisfies I%~,~, hence n = m; moreover, Theorem 4.3 shows that V is a GE,-ring. Since 
V = V,,,,, is univeral for cx,,, this would mean that every K-algebra is a GE,-ring, which 
contradicts Proposition 4.2. Therefore m 2 4 V). Coming to U, suppose first that 2 S m < 
i-(U). By Theorem 4.3, U is a GE,,,-ring. If A,, B, are the m x m matrices obtained by 
omitting the last n-m columns from A and the last n-m rows from B, then B,A, = I, and 
by Theorem 4.3 Y,,, cannot hold, so that A,B, = I. Thus U contains V,,, as a subalgebra 
and by what has been shown it cannot be a GE,,,-ring, a contradiction. If m = 1 < A, then 
u is an integral domain by Proposition 4.1, Corollary and this is clearly in contradiction 
with the defining relations of U which now read: biai = aij. The only case where this is not 
obvious is when n = 1, when the only defining relation is ba = 1. But then the normal form 
shows that ab - 1 # 0, while (ab - 1)a = 0, so that we have established that 
(11) L(U) 5 m, 1,(V) S m 
in all cases. It remains to establish equality in (11). We begin by considering V. It is easily 
verified that the degree (in the generators) of the normal form of an element is a filtration on 
V; this filtration remains unchanged if we use the normal form with respect to ,u, where 
1 I p 5 m. We shall show that the dependence number with respect to this filtration is at - 
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least m. For m = 1 there is nothing to prove, so let m > 1. We must show: If r < m, then 
any set of r V-dependent elements is strongly V-dependent. For convenience we shall write 
HN = (x E V+(x) 5 N}. 
If,fi, . . ,fi are V-dependent, say C(fi) + v(gi) = N, but 
(12) 4$hgi) < No 
then we have a congruence 
‘(13) Z&g,= 0 (mod HN-‘), 
and we have to show that fi, . . . , f, are strongly dependent. Clearly we may omit all terms 
from f, or g, which do not contribute to a term of degree N in (13); if moreover the f’s 
and g’s are in normal form, each must be homogeneous and if li is the number of terms 
in gi we may assume that Eli is minimal. Let 
(14) fv = Zaijf,jy + Zbjifij, 
be the expression off, in normal form. Inserting this in (13), we obtain 
(15) Caijlfij,g,] + ~bjilf~j,g,J E 0 (mod HNml), 
where the square brackets indicate that the terms inside them have been reduced to normal 
form. If each f, has degree greater than 1, the left-hand side of (15) is now in normal form, 
for there can be no reduction in airlfilvgv] say, unless this was already possible in ailfilV. 
From the uniqueness of the normal form it follows that the coefficients of aij and bji in (15) 
must vanish, and going back to the original form of these coefficients we find that 
(16) Cfijvgv~ Chg,gyz 0 (mod HN-‘), 
from which the result follows by induction on N. Thus some f, may be taken to be of degree 
1, and moreover, some f,g, (with f, of degree 1) is not in normal form. This means that f, 
contains a term ai, or b,l, say the former, and g, contains a term with b,, as left-hand factor. 
Iff, also contains a term a,& # 1) and gV a term beginning with b,,r, then by equating the 
coefficients of aha we obtain a dependence of the terms of gY beginning with b,, (for some k) 
on the other g’s, which would enable US to decrease ~Cli, against the hypothesis. Therefore 
f, must have the form 
(17) f, = Zaivail + Xfikvbkl* 
We now repeat he argument, using the normal form with respect o CL, where ,U = 2, . . , m. 
To each p there corresponds a v such that f,g, is not in normal form for ,u; but since the 
number of differentf’s is I < m, this is impossible. This contradiction shows that J(v) = m. 
The argument for U is similar, but rather simpler, on account of the simpler normal form. 
This completes the proof. 
By combining this theorem with Proposition 4.1, Corollary we obtain the 
COROLLARY. The rings U,,,,, and V,,,, are integral domains for m > 1. 
$6. RINGS WITHOUT INVARIANT BASIS NUMBER 
For any ring R we define a binary relation on the set N of positive integers by setting 
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m N n if and only if F,,, z F,,. It is easily verified that this is an equivalence on N, and even a 
congruence on N, qua additive semigroup. Hence, by the classification of homomorphic 
images of N, if R does not have IBN and is different from 0, then there exist integers h, k > 0 
such that 
m N m’ if and only if m = ml, or m, m’ > h and m G m’ (mod k). 
In this case R is said to be of type (h, k). Leavitt has shown that rings of all types exist, by 
proving (a) rings of type (h, 1) exist for all h > 0 [13] and (b) rings of type (1, k) exist for all 
k > 0 [14] and by observing that if R has type (h, 1) and S has type (1, k) then the direct 
sum R @ S has type (h, k). Leavitt’s proof of (b) in particular is fairly long. Using the 
results of $5 we can give a direct construction, or more precisely, a direct proof that the 
obvious construction has the desired properties. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let V = V,,, be the universal ring for ~l~,~ (with Z as coefficient domain) 
and suppose that m -C n. Then V is of type (m, n - m) ; for m > 1 it is an integral domain. 
ProoJ By construction V does not have IBN and V # 0; suppose that it is of type (h, k), 
then by (6) and (7), kin - m. By Theorem 5.1, tr(1) has order n - m and since a,,h+k holds 
in V (by the definition of h and k), we have k. tr(l) = 0, therefore k = n - m. Secondly 
we have h 5 m, again by (6) and (7). Extending the coefficients from Z to the rationals Q we 
obtain the universal algebra V’ say, for a,,, over Q. If its type is (h’, k’) then h’ 5 h because 
there is a homomorphism from V to V’ (cf. Proposition 2.4). By Theorem 4.3, h’ 2 A(V’) 
and by Theorem 5.2, A(V’) = m. Thus h’ 2 m 2 h 2 h’, i.e. h = m, as asserted. Finally 
when m > 1, V’ is an integral domain by Theorem 5.2, and hence so is V. This completes 
the proof. 
We remark that the ring V in Theorem 6.1, for n > m > 1, is indecomposable as a right 
V-module; for a direct decomposition would correspond to an idempotent and in an 
integral domain the only idempotents are 0 and 1. Thus the Krull-Schmidt theorem fails 
for such rings, since F,,, &’ F,. 
Using the rings V,,, we can answer another question, raised by Kaplansky. This asks 
for two non-isomorphic rings R, S such that for some m, R, z S,,,. Let m > 1, k > 1 and 
put R = V,,,,k,; by Theorem 6.1, R is an integral domain, and for free modules over R, 
F,,, 2 Fkm, hence taking their endomorphism rings, we have R, r Rkm, or setting S = Rk we 
finally obtain 
R, z S,,,. 
The rings R and S are not isomorphic because R but not S is an integral domain. 
$7. THE CONDITIONS II AND III 
We now consider rings which fail to satisfy II. They can again be classified by two 
integers m, n, where n is the least rank of a free module of rank n which can be generated by 
less than n elements, and m is the least number of elements required to generate it. Thus the 
ring satisfies /&, and if we order the conditions j? lexicographically we can say that /I,,, is the 
first of the conditions /I holding in the ring. We shall not give a complete classification, i.e. 
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we shall not prove that for each pair of integers m, n such that m < n there exists a ring for 
which /I,,,, is the first of the p’s to hold (clearly U,,,,, is a likely candidate) but merely prove 
THEOREM 7.1. Let K be a$eId of characteristic zero and U,,, the algebra over K which is 
universal for p,,,. Then for m < n, /I,,, holds in U,,, ,,, but no Pk,h holds w’ith h < m, h < k. 
Thus U,,, does not satisfy II, but U,,, satisfies I and for m > 1 is an integral domain. 
Proof. Clearly /?,,, holds in CJ,,,,” by the defining relations (5). Suppose that /?k,h also 
holds, where h < m, h < k, and let A, B be the matrices occurring in ljk+, say 
B = (4, Bd, 
where A, denotes the matrix of the first 1~ rows of A and B, the matrix of the first lz columns 
of B. Then A,B, = Z, hence by Theorem 4.3 (because h < m = I.(U)), B,A, = I, hence 
A,, B, are invertible. Now A,B, = 0, A,B, = 0, hence A, = 0, B, = 0 and this contradicts 
the fact that AB = I. The remaining assertions are clear by Proposition 3.1, Corollary and 
Theorem 5.1 (which shows that U has IBN), and by Theorem 5.2 and its Corollary. 
Condition III can be treated similarly. For any ring not satisfying III there is a least 
integer n such that y. holds. Non-zero rings satisfying yi were constructed by Jacobson [l 11, 
and Kaplansky [12] asked for rings satisfying yn for some n > 1, but not yi. This was 
answered by Shepherdson [ 161 (who was apparently unaware of [ 121) by a construction of a 
ring satisfying yZ but not yl. Below we show that for each n, there exists a ring satisfying yn 
but not y,,,, for any m -C n. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let K be ajeld and U,,, the algebra over K universalfor /3,,,. Then U,,, 
satisfies y,, but not y,,for m < n. Thus U,,, does not satisfy ZZZ, but it satisfies ZZ andfor n > 1 
it is an integral domain. 
Proof. From the normal form for U it is clear that AB # Z, so that y,, holds. Moreover, 
A(U) = n by Theorem 5.2, so ym cannot hold for m < n, by Theorem 4.3. To show that 
U,,, satisfies II we just make the ring commutative; it is non-zero because it has a non-zero 
realization, therefore the image satisfies II (Theorem2.6) and hence so does U,,,itself(Propo- 
sition 2.4). The absence of zero-divisors follows again from Theorem 5.2, Corollary. 
The proof of this theorem also shows that the analogue of Proposition 2.4 for III does 
not hold. 
The definition of properties I-III in terms of the conditions c(, /I, y respectively shows 
that each of I-III is defined by a countable set of elementary sentences; thus each of the 
classes I-III is an axiomatic class. By the compactness theorem of model theory (cf. e.g. 
[6], V.5-6) it follows that any elementary sentence which holds for every ring with IBN also 
holds for rings in which a,,,, implies m = n, for all m, n less than some N. Since this does not 
exhaust the class I, however large N, we infer that the class of rings with IBN cannot be 
defined by a single elementary sentence, i.e. the class is not elementary. It follows ([6], 
Corollary V.6.2, p. 215) that the class of rings without IBN is not axiomatic. Similar con- 
siderations apply to II (Theorem 7.1) and III (Theorem 7.2); the result may be summed up as 
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THEOREM 7.3. The class of rings satisfying N, where N = Z, II or ZZZ, is axiomatic, but not 
elementary. The class qf rings not satisfying N is not axiomatic. 
$8. A CLASS OF RINGS WITH A SINGLE IDEAL 
In conclusion we shall consider the rings U,,, and Vi ,n in more detail. It turns out, 
rather surprisingly, that for n > 1 (over a field), Vi,, is simple (this was shown by Leavitt 
[15], and in the case n = 2 by Skornyakov [17]) and it provides an example of a non- 
Noetherian simple ring. Such examples are of course not hard to come by: e.g. to obtain a 
non-Noetherian simple integral domain we need only take the ring V,,, for n >m> 1, and 
embed it in a simple integral domain, by the method of [2]. The resulting ring will not 
satisfy I by Proposition 2.4 and hence is non-Noetherian, in fact it is not even locally 
Noetherian, by Theorem 2.3. Nevertheless, the rings Vi,, may be of interest in that they 
have a finite presentation which is easily written down. We shall prove the simplicity of 
Vr ,” by determining more generally the ideal structure of CJ, ,,; this is enough because Vi ,” 
can clearly be obtained as a homomorphic image. 
For any n > 1 the algebra U,,, may be defined by the 2n generators a,, , a,,, b,, ,.. , 
6, with the relations 
(18) biaj = dij. 
Let us write A for the stibalgebra generated by the a’s and B for the subalgebra generated by 
the b’s. We assert that A is free on a,, . . . , a,, B is free on b,, , b, and 
(19) U,,,rA 0 B (qua K-spaces), 
where the tensor prcduct is taken over K. The assertions follow almost immediately from 
the normal form for U, ,,,; they may also be proved by taking the free semigroups (with unit- 
element 1 and zero-element 0) X on the a’s and Y on the b’s and defining a semigroup 
structure C on the Cartesian product X x Y by the relations (18). Then U,,, is just the 
semigroup algebra on X over K (identifying the 0 of 1 with the 0 of U,,,) and (19) follows. 
The ideal structure of U,,, for n 2 2 is given by 
PROPOSITION 8.1. When n 2 2, the algebra U, ,n u,ith the generators ai, bi (i = 1, . , n) 
over afield K and dejining relations (18) has exactly one ideal, m, apart .from 0 and U itself; 
and III is generated by 
e = 1 - IEaibi. 
Proof. Let m be any ideal # 0 and choose_f’E nt such thatfis not zero, and has the least 
number of non-zero coefhcients, when expressed as a linear combination of elements of C, 
and that subject to this condition, the degree off is minimal. Write 
(20) f= X + ~zibi (Zi 4 u, x E A). 
If zi # 0 for all i, consider 
fai = xa, + zi. 
Since n > 1, this has fewer terms thanf’and it lies in nt, hence xai + zi = 0 and (20) becomes 
(21) f = x - Exaibi = xe. 
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If zi = 0 for some i, say i = 1, but x # 0, then&, = xar and again by the minimality 
all the zi are zero, whence 
(22) f=x. 
If x = 0, then Zi # 0 for some i, say i = 1, and fa, = z1 ; this has either fewer terms than 
for the same number of terms but lower degree, in either case a contradiction. Hence f must 
have the form 
f=xc, where x E A and c = 1 or e. 
By symmetry we also have f = dy, where y E B and d = 1 or e, and a comparison shows that 
f = 1 or e. The first alternative means that m = U, the second means that m contains the 
ideal e generated by e. We now repeat the argument, working mod e. Let f qi 0 (mod e) be 
chosen with the least number of non-zero coefficients and of minimal degree. If in the expres- 
sion (20) for,f, zi # 0 for all i, then fui = xg, + zi has fewer terms and hence lies in e. Therefore 
f-Cfa&, E O(mod e), 
which is a contradiction. If Zi = 0 for some i, say i = 1, but x # 0, then fal = xal and again 
by minimality all the zi E e, whence f = x E A. If x = 0 and zr # 0 say, then fa, = z1 has 
fewer terms than f or the same number but lower degree, again a contradiction. Thus we 
have f e A and by symmetry fe B, whence f must be a scalar, i.e. m = e or m = U. Clearly 
e # 0 and U/e E V (= V, ,J. Since V # 0, it follows that e # U and this completes the proof. 
The corresponding result for n = 1 is clearly false, since V,,, = K[x, x-‘1 is not even 
simple. However, it is still true that U,,, has a unique minimal ideal; this follows from 
Theorem 4 of [l 11. 
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